
Name:_____________________________ Consultant: ___________________________Date:______________ 
Home:_________________________Work:_________________________Cell:__________________________ 
 

TOP 3 Reasons to “Re-think PINK”! 
1. Flexibility … “Make a life rather than just making a living”!  How comforting would it be to work around YOUR schedule? 
2. Money & Security … Average $50 per hour!  How would you feel having NO FEAR of losing your job? 
3. Make a Difference … Would YOU like to make a difference in another’s life … could that enrich YOUR self-esteem, too?   

 
WIN $100 in FREE Mary Kay (of your choice) simply by entering our $100 Question drawing!  
If I had just 1 minute to answer your BIGGEST QUESTION about my Mary Kay business, what would it be? 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Now you get to choose … do you want to be CUTE … or CUTER with CA$H ??? 
On a scale of A-D circle your interest / curiosity level … 

 

A  =  Absolutely, I have NOTHING to lose and EVERYTHING to GAIN by giving the business a try! 
B  =  Buy me a cup of coffee, I have questions about how to make EXTRA CA$H!!   
C  =  Call me for the next  event, it sounds intriguing! 
D  =  Definitely not, I’m not interested in making $30- $50 an hour PART TIME… 
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